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Maximizing .NET Performance is the first book dedicated entirely to  providing developers and architects with information on .NET Framework  performance. .NET is a technology with a vast surface area, and coverage of  every aspect of performance relevant to all .NET technologies is not possible  within a single volume. This book concentrates on the performance of .NET  Framework technologies like garbage collection, .NET Remoting, and Code Access  Security. Because these technologies form the building blocks upon which all  .NET applications run, the information in this book is relevant to all .NET  developers. 

In addition to providing high-level material on achieving software with good  performance characteristics, the books aims to enhance your knowledge of the  design and implementation of the Framework, and to provide the tools and  techniques to allow you to conduct your own investigation into performance  problems. Rather than taking a "tips and tricks" approach, the book aims to  provide a detailed exploration of each topic and explore the "why" and "by how  much" aspects of performance that are often overlooked. 
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THE SILK ROAD ENCYCLOPEDIASeoul Selection, 2016

	Literary Nonfiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. History. Since the concept of the Silk Road as an avenue of inter- civilizational exchange emerged more than 130 years ago, scholars from both Eastern and Western societies have conducted persistent research to advance the field. Still, however, not nearly enough research has been...
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Embed with Games: A Year on the Couch with Game DevelopersBirlinn Ltd, 2016

	In January of 2014 Cara wasn't quite making rent but her cultural criticism on games for places like The Guardian seemed pretty popular. On a whim she pledged to her Twitter followers that she would do gonzo journalism and travel each month to stay with game creators she found across the world, if they put a bit of money towards...
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Charts for Prediction and Chance: Dazzling Diagrams on Your PCImperial College Press, 2008
This innovative book brings together two disciplines   science and art   and enables readers to produce their own computer-generated displays. 44 colour plates and 200 black and white pictures showcase the diagrams that can easily be reproduced using the accompanying CD-ROM. It is possible to create diagrams that indicate predictability or...
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Advanced Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (Mps)Microsoft Press, 1998
When we originally approached Microsoft Press with the idea of writing an advanced  Visual Basic book that was a bit different from the rest, we wondered what  reaction we'd get. We were particularly keen on incorporating three features: 

	The book was to be a focused collection of the writings and opinions of many individuals....
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Pro Wicket (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2006

 I'm glad we're having our first real Wicket book available now...It is more than just a how-to guide; Karthik goes through the effort of explaining alternatives and explains how things are done by Wicket instead of merely giving you the steps...
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jQuery UIO'Reilly, 2012

	
		With the jQuery UI library, you can apply the power and standards of jQuery to user interface design, complete with interactive elements, animation, and themeable widgets. This concise, code-heavy guide demonstrates how to harness interactive features that HTML5 lacks, including tabs, accordions, and dialog boxes. You’ll also...
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